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PRACTICING WHAT YOU PREACH 
OR 
.. ("DO AS I SAY, NOT AS I DO!") 
Raymond A. Heitger 
Ottawa Hills High School 
Toledo, OH 4S612 
Let me share some problems with you. 
1) 
2) 
2 
Show: f" [1n[x:a]] 2dx = T 
0 
Swimming Pool Problem: You are to cover a 42' diameter swimming pool so 
that the cover sags 2' in the center. What is the length of the cover from 
rim to rim? 
3) Golf Problem: 16 people are to play for 5 days, 4 foursomes per day. Each 
person is to play with each other exactly once. Determine how this may be 
done. 
What goes through your mind when you read these problems? I hope that you are 
not intimidated by them. You may not remember all of your calculus needed to 
solve some of them, but should this forgetfulness make you feel inadequate to 
attempt a solution? Certainly not! 
I am very concerned, however, that during the course of my high school 
teaching career, I have had the word "dumb" used twice in conversation with me. 
Once was with respect to a department meeting and once again when I was putting 
a 'problem of the day' in the teachers' mailboxes. The only response was the 
statement (in all innocence), "Are you trying to show how smart you are or how 
dumb we are?" Of course, neither, but how hurt I was that someone's attitude 
toward problem solving was that of apprehension and suspicion instead of viewing 
seeking a solution as a chance to do some mathematics. This after having taught at 
the college level where faculty seminars and colloquia were a way of academic life. 
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
David C. Haddad 
Miami University 
Oxford, OH 45056 
The employment picture is quite bright for students majoring in 
mathematical sciences, but the trend in decreasing student interest in mathematical 
sciences does not bode well for the nation as it tries to remain competitive in 
business and industry. 
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Since trends in numbers of graduates will lag trends in interest among high 
school students, we will continue to see a decline in the number of graduates in 
mathematical sciences and engineering for at least another five years despite any 
efforts to reverse this trend. 
A more careful examination of the data (see Figure 2) reveals that, of those 
expressing interest in computer or information sciences, the percentage of women 
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has dropped from 42 to 37 percent (2]. This together with the extremely small 
number of minority students interested in mathematical sciences and engineering 
are issues of special concern. This concern is amplified in light of the fact that 
demographers predict that within 15 years, approximately one third of all high 
school graduates will be minority students and that white males will be a minority 
among high school graduates. 
Areas of Interest Expressed by Seniors Taking the SAT 
1984 1985 1987** 1988 
Engineering 
# students 105,468 103,317 109,437 106,958 
% students 12 % 11.7% 11 % 10% 
% male/female 84/16 % 84/16 % 84/16 % 83/17 % 
CS/IS 
# students 85,254 62,697 36,378 34,362 
% students 9.7 % 7.1 % 4% 3% 
% male/female 58/42 % 63/37 % 65/35 % 63/37 % 
Mathematics * 
# students 9,668 9,714 7,114 7,112 
% students 1.1 % 1.1 % 1% 1% 
% male/female 51/49 % 51/49 % 52/48 % 52/48 % 
* Statistics is not listed as an area of intended study on the SAT. Thus, 
presumably, the category "Mathematics" includes students interested in 
statistics. 
** Comparable data for 1986 were not reported by the College Board. 
Figure 2 
Positions in the Mathematical Sciences 
At the risk of oversimplification, I would like to describe the role of 
mathematical sciences in business and industry. Computing, especially application 
systems development and maintenance, is by far the most pervasive use of 
mathematical sciences in business and industry. This is true for large corporations 
and small businesses. Classical mathematics such as applications of calculus and 
differential equations is done largely by engineers who understand the application. 
For example, the mathematics involved in modeling a distillation column in the 
petrochemical industry usually is done by chemical engineers. Statistics pervades 
all large business and industries, since all companies are involved in design of 
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the others. At odd moments over the next few days, solutions occurred to me. I 
assigned the problems to my students with the condition that they not seek any 
help from anyone else on the problems. Two days later they reported to me that 
they too had solved some immediately and had many others "pop in" later. Since 
then I have used these problems as a simple illustration of the incubation process. 
Below I have listed some of the problems that Mrs. Barch gave to me, some 
that I made up, and some that my students made up. Try to solve them now. You 
will probably not solve all of them immediately, but over the next few days, many 
of the answers will suddenly occur to you as the incubation process works. 
7 = W of the W 
88 =PK 
52 =Win a Y 
40 = D and N of the G F 
9 =Pin the S S 
1 =Won a U 
50 = W to LY L 
2 = S of R in K R B 
7 = C of the R 
18 =Won a S 
9 =Din a S SN 
12 = S of the Z 
24 =Hin a D 
10 =LI 
64 =Son a C 
8 =Son a S S 
29 = D in F in a L Y 
13 =Din a B D 
5 =Din a Z C 
2 = A B P on a S S B 
4 =Bin a W N 
8 =Nin an 0 
You may incubate until the next issue of The Ohio Journal. Answers 
will be hatched then. 
The Editors 
MATH SCRAMBLER answers: CUBED TOTAL ABACUS TWENTY 
She went "DATAWAY" ! 
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HATCHING ANSWERS 
William H. Kraus 
Wittenberg University 
Springfield, OH ,15501 
"I have to think very hard about a problem but this thinking never leads me 
anywhere; it is but a necessary priming process. Finding myself unable to 
solve the problem, I let it sink into my subconscious. How long it stays there 
varies. Then, unexpectedly, the solution is passed into my conscious mind." 
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi 
{discovered vitamin CJ 
Quotation from The Cerebral Symphony, by 
William H. Calvin, Bantam, 1990 
We have all had the experience of working unsuccessfully on a problem 
(mathematical or otherwise), leaving the problem for awhile to do something else, 
and then having a sudden insight into how the problem might be solved. This 
process is known as incubation, and it generally includes the following steps. 
1. 
2. 
You make a serious attempt to solve the problem. The more fully you 
are initially involved in the problem, the more likely incubation is to be 
successful. 
You temporarily stop working on the problem and do other things for a 
substantial period of time ( often a day or more). During this 
incubation period, your mind continues to work subconsciously on the 
problem or on ideas related to the problem. 
3. Sometimes a complete solution comes to you suddenly. More often you 
think of a new approach that you might be able to use to solve the 
problem. Sometimes there is no recognizable insight, but when you 
again work on the problem you are able to solve it. 
Last year Louise Barch, the Director of Teacher Certification and Placement 
at Wittenberg University, brought me a set of problems. (She enjoys problem 
solving and knows that I do too.) Each problem consisted of an "equation" that 
included initials for which you were to supply the appropriate words. For example, 
the solution to "26 = L of the A" would be "Letters of the Alphabet". 
I solved several of the problems immediately, but I was stumped by many of 
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experiments, or the collection and analysis of data. Finally, expertise in operations 
research is found in all large businesses and industries for to help with applications 
such as data based decision making, inventory control, scheduling, and 
optimization. In a large corporation, there typically will be a group of statisticians 
and a group of operations research analysts who serve as consultants to the rest of 
the corporation. This group would generally have personnel trained at the 
baccalaureate, masters, and doctorate level. 
Secondary and higher education are other significant employers of people 
trained in the mathematical sciences. Secondary education has need for graduates 
in mathematics and computing, while higher education has need for persons with 
advanced degrees in each of the areas mentioned above for business and industry. 
Employment Outlook 
In most instances, student interest follows employment opportunities. 
However this is not the case in mathematical sciences and engineering. While 
interest declines, the need for graduates in the mathematical sciences and 
engineering continues to increase for the foreseeable future. 
The table in Figure 3 (taken from the Spring '88 issue of the Occupational 
Outlook Quarterly) gives the number of positions in 1986 and a projection for the 
year 2000 for engineers, computer programmers, computer systems analysts, 
operations research analysts, mathematicians, statisticians, and actuaries. It also 
gives the percent increase in each of these professions. 
Employment Opportunities in 
Engineering and Mathematical Sciences 
Percent 
1986 2000 Growth Growth 
Engineers 1,371,000 1,815,000 444,000 32 % 
Computer Progr. 479,000 813,000 334,000 69 % 
Systems Analysts 331,000 582,000 251,000 76 % 
OR Analysts 38,000 59,000 21,000 54 % 
Mathematicians 20,000 24,800 4,800 24 % 
Statisticians 18,000 22,400 4,400 24 % 
Actuaries 9,400 13,900 4,500 48 % 
Totals 2,266,400 3,330,100 1,063,700 
Figure 3 
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In engineering the greatest area of opportunity and growth is electrical 
engineering because of the increased demand for computer systems, communications 
equipment and electronic computer goods. Other engineering areas with high 
growth rates are manufacturing engineering and mechanical engineering. Much of 
this growth will stem from investment in manufacturing industries in order to 
increase productivity and quality while holding the line on costs. 
Opportunity for employment in computing will be bright for those with 
college or advanced degrees in computer related disciplines. The large growth in 
opportunity projected among computer systems analysts and computer 
programmers will be greatest for college graduates who have training in systems 
analysis, programming, as well as application areas. At the bachelors level the 
greatest opportunities for baccalaureate degrees in mathematics and statistics will 
be for graduates who also have strong backgrounds in computing. The continuing 
shortages of Ph.D. 's in mathematics and statistics will provide bright opportunities 
in these areas. Opportunities for actuaries are expected to increase rapidly because 
of the rising costs of health care and the increasing age of our population which is 
causing reevaluation of health and pension plans as well as new forms of insurance. 
Opportunities for operations research analysts exist at all degree levels as 
competition increases and companies increase their use of data analysis, decision 
making, optimization, and modeling as a corporate strategy to gain a competitive 
advantage. 
For a person in any profession in the mathematical sciences, the ability to 
communicate orally and in writing, to use computing, to understand the business 
context, to apply problem solving skills, and to change and grow will continue to be 
keys for success and advancement. 
Conclusion 
Opportunities and demand for graduates in the mathematical sciences and 
engineering are increasing while interest among high school students continues to 
decline. This will result in excellent opportunities and salaries for students who 
choose careers in these areas. However, unless the trend in decreasing student 
interest is reversed, there could be serious repercussions in American companies' 
ability to remain competitive in a world market of goods and services. 
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* This property of quadrilaterals was originally shared with me by Professor 
James Riley of the Mathematics Department, Western Michigan University. He 
had discovered it as a high school student. Although this was probably not the first 
discovery of the property, it certainly was a wonderful experience for a budding 
mathematician. 
Wayne Scott's last maneuver is intriguing. Why does it work? Readers are invited 
to submit explanations or to offer alternative transformations. 
The Editors 
Dear Editors, 
Just a note to assure your more alarmed teachers that the Standards aren't 
uniformly impossible to achieve. Take this one for example: 
Theorems for circles involving segments should receive less attention. 
The other day I heard about a geometry prof at a nearby college who started the 
course by reviewing high school theorems. In response to "Who can give us a circle 
theorem?", there was nothing. The usual wait time passed and the prof sketched a 
circle and a tangent line. Eventually a student said, "Something about a radius 
being perpendicular to a tangent." Two or three students mumbled agreement, but 
no improvement was offered. That's all! No one remembered anything else about 
circles! 
Looks like we are right on target with this standard. 
Veteran Kid Watcher 
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Notice that the A and C vertices are at the same place on the parallelogram. 
(Their coincidence can be proven.) Two new parallelograms are formed. "D 
triangle" and the adjacent uncovered portion of the underlying parallelogram form a 
new parallelogram. Similarly, the "B triangle" and the other uncovered portion 
form a parallelogram. 
Rotate the "B triangle" and the "D triangle". 
Slide the triangles into position. The triangular pieces exactly cover the 
parallelogram. 
The original quadrilateral is twice as large as the parallelogram. Therefore, 
by finding the area of the parallelogram and doubling, we obtain the area of the 
quadrilateral.* 
Pictorially, 
+ 
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MATH SCRAMBLER 
Unscramble these four mixed-up math terms, one letter to each blank: 
DEBUC ___ D 
ATLOT DD 
SUBACA D_D __ 
NYETTW O ___ D 
Now, rearrange the letters in the boxes to form the answer to the riddle below: 
WHICH WAY DID THE STATISTICIAN GO? 
SHE WENT " 
Answer is on page 23. 
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